
SYNOPSIS

Find the favorites! The ‘Capabilities’ activity is a great way to get input from everyone in the room about 
which features of an app or tool are relevant for them and/or their community.

WHY WE LOVE IT

It can be hard to narrow down the capabilities of a product. This activity allows focus communities to 
choose their favorites according to what they want or need. We use variations of capabilities often in the 
concept development stages of a project when we’re defining or optimizing the experience for particular 
communities. It’s a great way to surface the most important features and help mitigate scope creep.

HOW IT’S USEFUL

CAPABILITIES
 Usability/Adoption   •    Varies   •    Individual/Group

Find out what your focus community loves. Discover what would make your product relevant and helpful.

MATERIALSPAIRS NICELY WITH

• List of tool capabilities

• Writing utensils

• Sticky notes or colored dots

Pair this activity with the following to gain 
robust feedback on your tool:

• My Story

• Explain It

• Persona Builder

For Development Teams
• Prioritize features on the 

development roadmap

• Importance of technology 
capabilities

• Identify confusion points

For Product Teams
• Understand what capabilities 

are relevant to the focus 
communities

• Identify community needs and 
desires

• Identify confusion points

For Organizations & Trainers
• Understand what capabilities 

are relevant to the focus 
communities

• Identify community needs and 
desires

• Identify confusion points

FACILITATOR GUIDE

• Decide if you’d like to run the activity in a group setting, in an online survey, or within a remote focus group. 

HOW IT WORKS: GROUP SETTING (10 MIN)

TO PREPARE:

• List each capability (app feature, or desired feature) you want feedback about on a piece of paper.

• Below each capability draw a scale (1-5; 1 not important, 5 very important).



HOW IT WORKS: ONLINE SURVEY (1 WEEK +)

HOW IT WORKS: REMOTE FOCUS GROUP (1 WEEK +)

TO PREPARE:

• Choose which capabilities you’d like feedback on.

• Add these capabilities along with a screenshot or explanation, if possible, to the survey.

• Add a rating scale (1-5) 1- least important, 5- most important to each capability question.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Distribute the survey among your focus communities.

2. Ask participants to rate the capabilities on a scale of 1-5 (1- least important, 5-most important).

TO PREPARE:

• Start a secure group message in Signal, WhatsApp, email, etc. 

• Prepare screenshots from the app or product that capture the capabilities you’d like to rate.

• Explain the objective to the group and explain the importance of their engagement.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Begin by introducing yourself and explaining the activity. 

2. Share one screenshot labeled with the capability and then ask the group to rate from 1-5 (5 is most 
important).

3. Share the next screenshot and repeat until all screenshots are shared and every individual has an 
opportunity to vote.

4. Share the top choices back to the group. 

5. Debrief with the group (example questions):
• Did you feel like you understood the capability?

• Discuss use cases for how the capability might be utilized by the community or individual.

• Is there anything missing? A desired capability not captured?

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Distribute colored dots, Post-Its or writing utensils. 

2. Ask participants to come up and rate each capability (using dots, post-its, stickers, initials, etc).

3. Debrief with the group (example questions):
• Identify what the top choices are. Make sure these accurately reflect their choices. If there are 

not clear top choices. Have each participant come up and place a colored dot next to their top 2 
choices of which capabilities are most important to them.

• Is there anything missing? A desired capability not captured?


